
Disney’s Aladdin Kids Audition Form 

This spring our Davinci Elementary 5th and 6th graders will present Disney’s Aladdin Kids. Our Auditions for Disney’s 

Aladdin Kids will be held during specials on January 5.  Call Backs will be held on January 12. Every Child will have a part in 

the production.  Those who would like a part with speaking lines or singing will need to audition during their theater and 

music class.  Attached are several monologues and music. Please help your child learn the song and memorize the 

monologue of their choice.  If they prepare a monologue they will be considered for all speaking parts no matter which 

monologue they choose to perform. They should be ready to perform the monologue in front of their class in theater and 

the song in Music on January 5.  It is important that they use a loud voice and add gestures and actions consistent with 

their character.   

Our Performances of Disney’s Aladdin Kids will be in the evening on Wednesday May 10.  Rehearsals will be during our 

theater and music specials on Thursday afternoons.  Please make every effort to make sure your child does not miss 

school on Thursday afternoons! 

If you child is cast as a character with speaking lines or a singing solo additional time will be required at home to 

memorize and practice their lines.  If you will support your child in this extra practice time and they are available for the 

evening performance on May 10, please indicate below. 

Cut and return to miss Karen on or before January 5--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

_______My Child will be able to come to the evening performance on Wednesday May 10. 

_______My child has the time to memorize lines and I will help them at home if they are given this opportunity! 

_______I would like to help with costumes and/or props! Phone #/email:_______________________________________ 

Students Name:_______________________________Parent’s Name:__________________________________________ 

Please put a check next to all the parts you are interested in playing. If you have a preference you may number them 1st 

choice, 2nd choice etc.  

_____ The Lamp Salesman - a likeable fast-talking vendor who serves as the principal storyteller in our show. 

_____ Aladdin - a diamond-in-the-rough street rat. He carries most of the show. Must be a very good singer and actor. 

_____ Jasmine - a princess who overcomes the spoiled brat stereotype. Must be a strong singer with solid acting skills. 

_____ Jafar - the sinister vizier to the Sultan and ruthless in his pursuit of power. Must be able to find variety of ways    to 

portray evil (subtle, menacing, over-the-top, etc.) and have an ability to take command of the stage. 

_____ The Sultan - ruler of Agrabah blissfully unaware of Jafar's nefarious ambitions. He is a dizzy yet doting father. 

_____ Iago - Jafar's wise-cracking, sidekick parrot. A boy or a girl who can move well and who works well with Jafar. 

_____ The Tiger God - guards the lamp and Cave of Wonders. Has an all-powerful presence and voice yet a tad bit sassy.  

_____ Genie - the magical spirit of the lamp. Funny, fast-talking, and quick-witted. Male or female and should be a great 

actor with impeccable comic timing, who knows how to sell a song. 

_____ Junior Djinn are the "spirits of the cave" who help execute the magic of the story perform like true Broadway stars 

during their big song with the Genie.  

_____ Avis- the flying carpet played by an actor in a carpet costume. Non speaking role.  Must be good at pantomime! 

_____ Ensemble - will portray the Marketplace Vendors, Gymnasts, Wrestlers, Belly Dancers, Beggars, Royal Guards, etc.  

_____ Singing Solo - There are many featured solo speaking and singing lines from the ensemble! 

_____ Stage crew.  Must be very responsible, able to work well on their own, and follow instructions! 


